TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
might as well give up from the start. Father never forgave him,
never failed to glower at his approach, to make it difficult or
impossible for "that man" to see me or be alone with me. A
nice double skiff and sculling with his family to that special tree
and there tying up, lighting the spirit-lamp very carefully and
putting on the kettle and preparing our picnic tea—that was Father's
Paradise,, a rival to Leslie's, and destiny had so arranged it that one
had to upset the other. The most elementary psychology can
teach us, with examples from the Greek Drama and the Old
Testament, from King Lear and Capulet and Mr. Barrett of
Wimpole Street, that whereas the worldly side of a father wishes
to see his daughter married, his fundamental instincts are all against
it and prepared to rise like hackles and growl at the first hint of an
enthusiastic suitor. Fathers have to be handled with the greatest
subtlety by any prospective son-in-law; with a deference, a care,
a swiftness to note reactions—
After we were reunited at my sister's house, Leslie pursued his
wooing for a surprisingly long time, considering that it was more
like an obstacle race heavily handicapped. Then, sadly, he gave up
and vanished; Many years later, when we were both married and
mature, I happened to meet him again; and he explained, still
sorrowfully, still dead in earnest, that nothing would have made
Mm give up except a sort of dim idea which had begun to penetrate,
that Mr. Stern did not like him very much.
A trite reflection that it takes a typhoon, an earthquake or several
thousand years of unhurried glacier movement to alter nature's
landscape, whereas we humans can change beyond recognition,
within and without, in less than thirty-five years, rose in my mind
last summer when I was going downstream from Marlow towards
Cookham on a peaceful afternoon in July. It was two hours later,
by that curious trick of double summer-time, than it would have
been witen I was a young girl on the only occasion we had managed
to scull as far: from Taplow along the Cliveden Reach, through
Coofcham Lock and over the brtfad sailing waters at Bourne End.
I do not know what is the ordinary lifetime of an ordinary swan
(not the Lohengrin kind) but it is very likely that those haughties
floating and balancing and dipping their necks for fish in an eternal
Swan Ballet in the weir and pool at Marlow were descendants of
the swans wk> had always frightened me in 1908 ("Show them
the boat4took,f* said Father—I still wonder why he always said
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